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Before a home can close and ownership is transferred to a new owner in one of our client’s 

communities, the Real Estate Industry requires information about the unit and association to be 

verified by All-In-One Community Management (AIO).  The information provided by AIO also 

ensures unpaid balances owed to the Association are recovered at closing and new 

homeowners are added to the associations database. The remainder of this article will explain 

the process of completing this requirement.  

 

----------------------------------------------------------- 

Phase 1: Listing a Home for Sale 

A unit owner determines they want to list their home on the market. They get ahold of a real 

estate agent who is required to have answers to the following questions before they can list the 

property on FMLS.  

 
1. Is there a Master Association, if so what is the Master Association Fee:  
2. Association Fee: 
3. Frequency of association fee: 
4. Description of association: (Optional, Mandatory, Swim-tennis, none) 
5. HOA Contact Phone Number: 
6. Is there an Initiation fee, if so what is the amount:  
7. Management company name, email, and contact number  
8. If mandatory does it include swim and tennis? 

 

Most homeowners know all the answers themselves but if they cannot find them, AIO will 

provide these answers at no cost to the homeowner or Real Estate Agent. However, AIO will 

not be able to provide answers to questions not on this list. 

 

Once they receive an offer to go under contract on the unit, the Georgia Association of Realtors 

requires Form F55 – Community Association Fees, Disclosures and Related Issues be included 

in the contract as an Exhibit. (this form example is attached at the end of this article) As you will 

see this form is lengthy and requires extra effort and time to complete.  Homeowners or real 

estate agents may fill this form out themselves. However, if they wish to obtain all the 

information necessary to complete this form from AIO, we will provide it for them for a fee of 

$60.  

----------------------------------------------------------- 

 



 

 

Phase 2: Preparing for Closing 

Once both parties agree to move forward and head to closing, specific information is required 

by the mortgage companies and closing attorneys.  This information is called many different 

names across the industry, Statement of Account, Closing Letter, Closing Package, Estoppel 

Letter, Resale Package, Clearance Letter, etc.  

 

The Closing Package provided by AIO is usually ordered by the Closing Attorney’s Law Firm and 

is purchased at www.homewisedocs.com it include answers to the following: 
 
1. Property Address  

2. Is the account in collections?  

3. Current Assessment Dollar Amount  

4. Assessment Frequency (annual, semiannual, monthly, quarterly)  

5. What date the assessment is currently paid through for the account? 

6. When is the next due date for the next assessment? 

7. What day of the month assessments are due? 

8. How many days after the due date is the assessment considered delinquent? 

9. What is the penalty for delinquent assessments? 

10. How many assessments is the closing attorney required to collect at closing for the 
association? 

11. Are there any current special assessments?  

12. Owners current balance 
 a. Plus breakdown of the balance  

13. Are there any violations against the unit?  
14. Is the association or developer involved in any current or pending litigation?  
15. Insurance Broker/Agent’s company name  
16. Insurance Agent’s name  
17. Insurance agents contact information  
 
Supporting documents provided in the package may include:  
1. Governing Documents (bylaws and covenants)  

2. Any rules and regulations  

3. Architectural Guidelines  

4. Insurance Declaration  

5. Budget  

6. W9  
 

As you can see, this information is not merely a letter indicating how much the homeowner still 

owes the association. Any homeowner may obtain a copy of what they owe the association at 

anytime for free. They may access this information on the web portal associated with their 

account. However, much more information is required for the home to close. 

 

http://www.homewisedocs.com/


It is important to understand processing these closing requests is not apart of the day to day 

operations of a management company for their clients (Association’s Board of Directors) but is 

a unique service provided to individuals selling their home at their request. The Association 

does not pay for services provided to one individual homeowner.  

 

Once the order is placed on HomeWiseDocs, AIO has 5 business days to complete the order 

according to Ch 3 of Title 44 of the Official Code of Georgia Code Section 44-3-109.  We 

encourage closing attorneys to order closing documents early with ample time before the 

closing date to avoid paying a rush fee. However, if you are in a crunch, you may select to pay 

an optional rush fee to have the ordered expedited to be completed within 1 or 3 business 

days. 

 

AIO Charges the following up front fees to process the Closing Package 

Closing Package Fee: $255.00 (includes a $10 document fee and $245 transfer fee) 

Optional 3-Day Rush Fee: $75.00 

Optional 1-Day Rush Fee: $125.00 

Convenience Fee (purchasing with credit card, merchant fee): $5.00 

 

----------------------------------------------------------- 

Phase 3: Closing 

Once the closing happens, the work is not done for AIO.  AIO waits to receive notice from the 

closing attorney that the home has successfully transferred ownership.   

 

In the past, there was no way to know when this occurred be notified by the new owners.  The 

closing attorneys have no obligation to keep us in the loop.  We found that several weeks if not 

months would go by before we had reliable information of new homeowners.  Since it is 

important for many of our clients to welcome new neighbors into their association, we added a 

New Account Setup fee of $10 to be collected at closing.  By adding this fee, closing attorneys 

must send the $10 check to our office which indicates the home has transferred. Now, we 

generally receive this notice within 2 weeks of closing allowing us to add the new homeowners 

to the association database and welcome the them to the community.  
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